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When I went to the kidâ€™s shop last year to buy my six year daughter a board game for her birthday, I
vied several options. From chess to Chinese Checker, carom to business. She wanted all of them
and I was pondering over the fact that which one will be most suited for her age. While I was
considering the options the young lady at the toyâ€™s section showed me the game called â€˜The Flagsâ€™.
Colorful as the cover was, it had the picture of the flags of 24 countries and can be played by 2 or 4
persons. I immediately got interested as I had never heard of this game and it looked pretty
interesting. I also considered the fact that it will be a learning experience for her. Not only will she be
able to learn about the 24 flags but also develop a thorough knowledge of the countries of the world,
their culture, the significance of the flag and how to respect and honor it.

She enjoyed her birthday party with her friends and showed her new game to everybody. Many of
them took keen interest in the game and many of them heard of the game for the first time, just like
us. And even amidst the party and the balloons and the musical chair and passing the parcel
games, many of the children just sat down to play â€˜The Flagsâ€™. Many of these children who attended
the party were from the same apartment complex and they got so interested that they started to visit
our apartment to play the game. The kids, including my six year old, started asking several
questions regarding the flag and its importance and in no time memorized the design of the flags
along with the associated nations.

The children got so much involved that in the next Independence Day they all expressed their desire
for a flag hoisting ceremony. So had been the case and a flag hoisting ceremony was arranged. It
was really heartening to see that a simple game of flags inculcated the spirit of patriotism in so
many kids. But then that is the spirit and magic of this designed piece of fabric! Whether it is of a
nation or a sports team or a political party, it never fails to inspire awe and respect from its followers
and group members. It is therefore advisable to always go for the best quality flag and flagpole in
any celebration. That will make any celebration more honorable and memorable. A flag pole made
of steel or fiberglass may last for years. However, there are also some cheaper and low quality
flagpole which are unsuitable for any respectable occasion.

Anchor Flag, INC was incorporated way back in 1972, and its expertise lie in welding and metal
fabrication as well as manufacturing of structural Steel and Ornamental Iron. With decades of
experience in metal fabrication the company is at a vantage position in manufacturing steel flagpole.
Besides it has several years of experience in the installation of aluminum flagpole. Flagpole consist
of different parts like the steel or the gold balls, eagles, halyard or the rope, flash collars, truck
adapters and revolving truck tops. Quality parts ensure that the outcome is favorable.
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Anchor Flag, INC is a leading flag and a Flagpole manufacturer and distributor. Its over three
decades of experience and association with other manufacturers has given it the vantage point to
create quality a Flag pole at industry best price. Steel flagpole, a Aluminum flagpole and fiberglass
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flagpole are its specialities.
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